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SLIMFLUX Q4

UGR<13
PF 0,9

Slimflux Q4

SLIMFLUX Q4 PANEL

TYPE 
LED panel with dedicated modular micro optics for precise light 
distribution and total glare control. 

CHARACTERISTIC 
The peculiar shape of each reflector, together with the set back 
source positioning, allow for precise control of the light emission 
and the reduction of glare, obtaining UGR<13.
PF 0,9: necessary in systems over 6KW: efficiency of consumption 
and no need for PF compensation.

DIMENTIONS:
59,5 x 59,5 x 2,3 CM

COLOUR 
TEMPERATURE:
3000K - 4000K

LIFETIME: 
50000H L70 B20

WARRANTY: 
5 YEARS/24H

MICROSPOT OPTICS
The effect on the work surface is that of a ‘microspot’: accent 
lighting from an essentially ‘dark’ ceiling. 
Q4 creates a relaxing, glare-free environment while achieving good 
localised illuminance levels. 
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SLIMFLUX Q4 is the perfect panel to achieve excellent 
illuminance levels and keep the ceiling appearance almost ‘off’. The 
position and structure of the lenses create a very low glare value - 
UGR>13, technically defined as ‘imperceptible’ - ensuring an environment 
with maximum visual comfort. Indispensable in spaces where video 
terminals are used, the aesthetic and comfort due to the ceiling without 
the large blocks of light of common LED panels, makes this fixture 
suitable for installation in receptions, banks, offices, executive offices, 
long-stay areas, meeting rooms etc..

INSTALLATION OPTIONS
Recessed in false ceilings 
Recessed in plasterboard (with spring accessory) 
Suspended (with adjustable cables accessory)
Surface mounted with direct ceiling mount (with surface mount 
accessory)
Surface mounted with spacer frames (choose the frame with the 
preferred thickness)

MATERIALE
Corpo in metallo verniciato bianco.

NOTA BENE
Remote driver included. Low thickness installation space!

DIMMABILITY AND STANDBY EMERGENCY LIGHTING
SLIMFLUX Q4, like other SLIMFLUX, can be made dimmable by replacing the 
driver included with the dimmable driver code DELT40D-M. 
It can also be modified for emergency backup stand-by lighting by adding the 
code KTEMR03, which includes a 3-hour battery pack.
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  art. W lm K PF cd L L1 L2 8011905

LP6060WWQ4 35 4100 3000 0,9 5000 60° 595 595 23 3000 967697 5

LP6060NWQ4 35 4500 4000 0,9 5000 60° 595 595 23 3000 861957 5
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LPLAFO603 600 600 50 1

LPLAFO604 600 600 80 1
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L

art L

LP-SSK 1200 1

art L L1 L2

KTLPQ4-SM 565 565 14.6 1
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SLIMFLUX 60X60 Q4 LED panels accessories for recessed, surface or suspension installation.

Cables kit for suspension installation

Surface installation kit 

Metal springs kit for recessed installation - 4 pieces

SLIMFLUX 60X60 Q4 ACCESSORIES

Junction box for connection to the mains, prepared 
for connection in cascade, equipped with safety 
suspension kit with steel cable for installations in 
seismic zones.

Safety wire and junction box

Self assembly kit Basic model for 60x60 panels

Panel thickness only 15 mm

DIMMABILITY: SLIMFLUX panels can be used with multi-current dimming power supply, code DELT40D-M. 
STANDBY LIGHTING: SLIMFLUX panels can be used with standby emergency kit, code KTEMR03. 

For the photometrics and .ldt files please see the web site.


